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MEET US IN PARIS.
THIS SEPTEMBER..

SUMMER MEETS

We all love the ageless significance of black & white as the basis for
visual expression. These two tones are universal and bring shapes,
textures and details to art and fashion.

Black & white are to art what
laces are to shoes.
You can’t advance in art without understanding the fundamental
structures which it was built upon.
Beautiful black-and-white photography cannot rely on colors to
attract the eye. In this case close attention to composition, lighting,
perspective and the context in which it is shot are important. Hence,
before considering the photos presented below, please be ready to be a
little patient. This newsletter contains some truly excellent examples of
beautiful black-and-white photography.
Note: this newsletter does not intend to showcase the best black-andwhite photos of the world’s leading photographers; please see it as a
modest attempt to inspire designers to experiment with black and white
instead of using a variety of vibrant colors all the time. Hopefully,
everybody will find something interesting and unusual.
I am very proud to announce that Marc and I have just acquired a sister
hotel, Hôtel Jeanne d’Arc, a stone’s throw from the “Picasso Museum” in
the 4th arrondissement, the Marais, another historic area of Paris. Soon it
will be a full-fledged member of the family.

Her black &
white incredible mind

PHOTOGRAPHER & GRAPHIC
designer from the city of Monterrey,
Mexico. One of her greatest passions is
traveling, being the perfect combination
between her craft and meeting and
documenting new places. She was the
typical daydreamer, traveling inside
her vivid imagination and with a strong
inner world.
NOW, ALL THIS IS PROJECTED in
her professional work, creating new,
fantastic alternate dimensions. Her
biggest challenge in recent years has
been finding mysterious insight into
images with a minimalist treatment.

Nydia Lilian
1985, Monterrey, México.

WORKING PURELY in black & white, she
concentrates her energies in capturing light. Her work
is surreal, like taken out of a dream… or a nightmare.
SHE LIKES TO ENGAGE the audience creating
bizarre, psychedelic compositions via digital image
manipulation or raw photographic techniques.
Between this and a monochromatic point of view, she
is always on the lookout for alternative realities inside
her own world.

“PhotograPhy for me is an
escaPe from ordinary life;
and also my Profession.
i have a rather vivid imagination and
Kinda escaPist tendencies, so a lot of my
worK is a reflection of those new worlds

& dimensions i imagined in my head.”

Natasha Edwards
Destination expert

Natasha
Edwards
has lived in Paris for
almost 20 years and
is a former editor of
the Time Out Paris
guide. She writes
about all aspects of
the city, including its restaurants.
Follow Natasha on Twitter:@
parisexpert.

JeanneOur
d’Arc:
new baby
Hôtel

3 rue de Jarente, 75004 Paris

Location

9/10

“An excellent Marais location, very central for
numerous sights, yet tucked down a small street behind
the place du Marché Ste-Catherine so that you ‘d never
find it if you didn’t know if was there.”

Service

8/10

“Informal, welcoming reception staff
and chambermaids who appear to have
been here for decades.”

The Hôtel Jeanne
d’Arc is a Parisian
hotel offering an
excellent location in
the Marais, a homey
atmosphere and
refurbished rooms.

Style / character

7/10

“A homely slice of provincial France right in the heart of the
Marais. Knick-knacks and paintings line the corridors, the
staircase is decidedely drunken (though there is also happily a
very small lift) and an extravagant art nouveau mosaic mirror
adds a quixotic flavour to the lounge.”

Rooms

8/10

“The rooms have nearly all been redecorated
recently with painted furniture, taffeta curtains,
colour-washed walls and smart new bathrooms.
A few have not and remain rustic and floral,
with bathrooms that could one day star in a 70s
pyschedelic revival. Most are good sized and
several sleep three or four, which are popular
with families, and there are also cots available.”

“Access for guests with disabilities?
There’s one ground-floor room with
wheelchair access.”

Food and drink 6/10
“Simple continental breakfast served
downstairs.”

Just five minutes from the
iconic Picasso Museum, where
you can find an incredible
collection that comprises
over 5,000 works and tens of
thousands of archived pieces of
that remarkable artist.

Family-friendly?
Value for money

Yes.
8/10

Enjoy the romantic atmosphere of Paris while staying at this COZY hotel located in the heart of the historic Marais, full of
boutiques and restaurants, and bursting with a vibrant night life. Welcome to our FAMILY FRIENDLY hotel! Let us make your
holiday an unforgettable experience. Stay tuned, we are coming soon with a totally NEW LOOK.

BLACK MEETS WHITE :

DISCOVER PARIS
CLose your eyes. imagiNe a trip to paris iN autumN. the Leaves
CruNCh uNder your feet oN the streets; a Light breeze Caresses
your hair; a paLette of red aNd yeLLow toNes surrouNds you as
you waLk aLoNg the baNks of the seiNe iN a Light raiN…

HANG ON… ARE WE IN A WOODY
ALLEN MOVIE? IT MAY BE ROMANTIC,
BUT IT’S CHOCK-FULL OF CLICHÉS!
stiLL, autumN may be the perfeCt seasoN to traveL to
paris to take advaNtage of the City brimmiNg with
urbaNity, as a CuLturaL reawakeNiNg, featuriNg a
host of differeNt eveNts, sets the CapitaL agLow.

you CaN’t advaNCe iN art
without uNderstaNdiNg the
fuNdameNtaL struCtures oN
whiCh it was buiLt.

WHAT TO DO IN PARIS DURING AUTUMN?
Autumn isn’t just about back-to-school in Paris; it’s
also a time when culture snaps back after summer!
Take advantage of the European Cultural Heritage
Days, which take place during the third weekend of
September. It’s the perfect occasion to visit museums
and monuments all over the city, which open their
doors and allow you to discover certain hidden
gems that you can’t see the rest of the year. Personal
residences, archives, ministries and the backstage areas
of theaters welcome the public, and even the National
Assembly opens its doors to discovery!

If you visit Paris in autumn, you can’t miss
the Autumn Festival, which combines theater,
dance, music and cinema in famous parts of the
capital. Its rich avant-garde program takes place
from September to December and has attracted
thousands of visitors every year since 1972. It’s the
perfect time to take advantage of contemporary
art in a classic milieu, rich with history.

DISCOVERING PARIS DURING AUTUMN
You can travel to Paris in autumn without being
a contemporary art fanatic. When you’ve had
enough of cultural festivals, you can also take
advantage of other events, such as a number of
different professional salons and culinary festivals
linked to the harvest.

ISN’T IT A WONDERFUL
WAY TO STEP INTO
AUTUMN IN THE CITY
OF LIGHTS?

INTERVIEW WITH...

CLÉMENCE AND
DIDIER KRZENTOWSKI
from galerie

Kreo, Paris

1.

What challenges are you
looking for, Galerie Kreo?

We are always looking forward to new
challenges! Our main challenge is to
continue to act as a free laboratory
that enables designers to fully express
their creative vision. There are many
constraints when it comes to design,

much more than art, and our gallery
allows designers to take their time and
develop unusual processes, materials,
and shapes. We are also committed to
showing the most exceptional vintage
lights from the 1950s, and today finding
these rare pieces has become a new
challenge of its own….

2.

What we should know
about Galerie Kreo? / tell us about
Galerie Kreo

Galerie Kreo produces and shows original design pieces by
the most important contemporary designers, operating as a
‘design laboratory’ dedicated to research.

3.

Your favorite
artist?

It is impossible to choose just
one! We are very lucky to
work with the most talented
designers today, from François
Bauchet, Ronan & Erwan
Bouroullec, Pierre Charpin,
Jaime Hayon, Hella Jongerius,
Konstantin Grcic, Alessandro
Mendini, Jasper Morrison,
Marc Newson, Wieki Somers…
as well as the new generation
such as Julie Richoz, Joschua
Brunn, Brynjar Sigurdarson…

With my husband Didier Krzentowski, who is an expert
in design and contemporary art*, we present limited edition
pieces especially created for Galerie Kreo by François
Bauchet, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, Pierre Charpin,
Konstantin Grcic, Jaime Hayon, Hella Jongerius, Alessandro
Mendini, Jasper Morrison, Marc Newson, Studio Wieki
Somers, Martin Szekely and Marteen Van Severen…
In parallel to our role in contemporary production, the
gallery presents a large selection of exceptional vintage
lights from the 1950s until the present day, with pieces by
Gino Sarfatti, as well as Tito Agnoli, Jacques Biny, Pierre
Guariche, Jean-Boris Lacroix, Angelo Lelli, Vittoriano
Vigano, Robert Mathieu, Guiseppe Ostuni and Pierre
Paulin…
* The books ‘The Complete Designers’ Lights Vol. I &
Vol. II’, published by JRP Ringier documenting Didier’s
private collection, are considered a reference on the
subject.

4.

Black-and-white
or color?

Both! We had a fantastic show by
Pierre Charpin in 2011 who produced
a show entirely in black and white for
us! The pieces were made in krion
(a very white compact material like

Corian) and black resin… The same
designer will be exhibiting in London
in a few weeks during his brand new
solo show with a lot of colors that
we love: ‘marbles & clowns’ which
includes wonderful vases in ceramic
made by the Manufacture de Sèvres
and hand painted with the faces of
clowns…

5.

Your secret to find
new artists?

We are very proud to be sponsors
of Design Parade, an annual design
competition taking place at the
wonderful Villa Noailles – designed
by renowned architect Robert MalletStevens for famous art patrons Charles
& Marie-Laure de Noailles on the
heights of Hyères, in the south of
France.
This is were we meet young designers
from all over the world. And of course
we follow great design schools like
ECAL in Lausanne!

6.

Why rue
Dauphine?

We moved to rue Dauphine almost
7 years ago… Our first gallery
was located in the upcoming 13th
arrondissement, but we realized

we needed to grow in a larger
space. We were blessed to find our
large space (650 m2) in a 17th Hotel
Particulier on this wonderful street,
conveniently located in the heart of
Saint-Germain des Prés!

7.

Hôtel Dauphine St
Germain in a few words?

Our Hotel of choice for all our designers when
they come to Paris!
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